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21 YEARS OF S T

KE

It all started one summer in 1996 with two surfers from
Venice, California. They wanted to surf the warm waters of
the Venice Breakwater, but it was as flat as a lake. So like
the many generations before them, they took to the streets
with skateboards in search of hills to surf. As they dropped
in on those asphalt waves, they were struck with how unlike
surfing the experience was. They really missed the snap and
drive of the modern surfboard, with that pivot from the tail
that lets you pump a wave for speed, and cut back into the
pocket. They were left only imagining the performance they
wanted, unable to get that feeling with any skateboard on the
market. After experimenting with many new designs and
dozens of prototypes, Carver made its first production trucks.
Today, after 21 years of continuous innovation, Carver is proud
to continue to lead the revolution in surfskate and provide that
stoke to a new generation of riders from around the globe.

19. PRE-BOOK

31.5” ORIGIN
Carver started with the sea, and with the joy of sliding on the
face of a wave. But we are also surrounded by an abundance of
municipally made inclined surfaces, our ‘waves by proxy’, so
we slide across all this cement on watery bearings, capturing a
similar

kind

of

potential

energy.

Surfing

inspired

Carver’s

innovative skateboard trucks, and now 21 years later we celebrate
the true origin of our stoke; the wave and the process of its creation.
The graphic tells the story of the origin of waves, from the sun and
winds to the moon and tides. Like our own history, we began as a
small ripple, building into a groundswell over time. We chronicle
this history in the new documentary ’21 Years of Stoke’, showing
the beginnings of Carver and this nascent surfskate renaissance.
In

those

early

days

we

rode

everything

on

one

board,

long enough to handle a hill with skill, short enough to
have fun pumping a driveway bank. Wide and short with a
stretched-out

wheelbase,

this

proportion

always

worked

well, so we made this commemorative 21 year board just
that. We made the quintessential surfskate shape by literally
combining contours of a surfboard nose with a skateboard tail,
both from a metaphoric and functional standpoint. Introducing
the new Hyperspoon mold, our most advanced surfskate mold
yet, this new mold features a deeper spooned nose and a more
progressive skate tail. It’s a more extreme version of our classic
Spoon mold, continuing to push surfskate performance forward.
SPECS
W
WB

C A R V E R S K A T E B O A R D S . C O M

TRUCKS
9 3/4”

CX

RAW

17 1/4”

C7

RAW
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30” HAEDRON NO. 3

33” HAEDRON NO. 6

35” HAEDRON NO. 9

At 30 inches, the shortest Haedron is perfect for
snappy little driveway surfing and easy pumping.
Graphite finish trucks on the eco-Ebony veneer
makes for an understatedly beautiful board.

The mid-sized Haedron splits the difference
between long and short at 33 inches, with a bit
more wheelbase for more drawn out carves and
easy pushing for a very versatile set up, featuring
an eco-Fumed Oak veneer.

At 35 inches, the longest Haedron is still very
maneuverable, but with the stretched out wheelbase
you get a wider stance and increased stability,
ideal for pushing around town and even downhill
carving, featuring an eco-Ebony veneer.

SPECS

SPECS

SPECS

W
WB

TRUCKS
9 3/4”

CX

GRAPHITE

W

16 3/8”

C7

GRAPHITE

WB

TRUCKS
9 7/8”

CX

GRAPHITE

W

18 1/2”

C7

GRAPHITE

WB
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TRUCKS
9 7/8”

CX

GRAPHITE

20 1/4”

C7

GRAPHITE
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PRO MODELS
Pro riders are more than just big names, they help drive design and performance in
very personal ways. Each Pro Model reflects the influence of the individual surfer’s
style, helping to not only drive technical performance, but inspire us to find new
lines and ways to approach our own riding technique.

29.5” CONLOGUE SEA TIGER

30.75” YAGO SKINNY GOAT

31.25” KNOX QUILL

35.5” TYLER RIDDLER

A real charger, Courtney Conlogue is known as the Sea
Tiger for her fierce and competitive approach to surfing.
Her newest model is short and wide, perfect for a snappy
surf trainer.

For Yago’s new model, we kept the same wide stance and
double kick that made this model so progressive, but we
shortened and widened the template to reduce the size,
making it lighter and snappier.

Surf Hall of Fame and rail master Taylor Knox has
refined this model to perfection over the years, with
its wider spooned nose and tail for a full power
transfer during deep carves and sharp cutbacks.

Tyler Hatzikian’s progressive longboard design is
a bridge between smooth longboard trimming and
responsive carving, captured here with a mid-length
wheelbase and bump wing template.

SPECS

SPECS

SPECS

SPECS

W
WB

TRUCKS
9 3/4”

CX

GRPH or RAW

W

16”

C7

GRPH or RAW

WB

TRUCKS
9 3/4”

CX

GRPH or RAW

W

16 3/4”

C7

GRPH or RAW

WB

TRUCKS
9 7/8”

CX

GRPH or RAW

W

17 1/2”

C7

GRPH or RAW

WB
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TRUCKS
9 7/8”

CX

RAW

20 3/4”

C7

RAW
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USA SURFING
Carver is a proud sponsor of the USA Surfing Team, the hottest group of groms to ever snap a turn.
These young guns are the next generation of competitive surfers, and part of their success comes from
their extensive training regimen. We made two boards for different training characteristics, each serving
a specific style category.

30.75” USA BOOSTER

32.25” USA THRUSTER

Made for the USA Surf Team for the most progressive
and talented groms in America, the Booster features
a deep concave and nose kick for advanced surf
training and skatepark riding.

Designed for the taller riders on the USA Surf Team,
this big boy thruster holds a fast line with its longer
wheelbase, providing a wider stance
and more stability.

SPECS

SPECS

W
WB

TRUCKS
9 5/8”

CX

RAW

W

16”

C7

RAW

WB
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TRUCKS
9 7/8”

CX

RAW

18”

C7

RAW
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CHANNEL ISLANDS SURFBOARDS
Channel Islands is arguably one of the most influential surfboard brands in the world, so when they
approached us for a collaboration, we were honored. Al Merrick, founder and master board designer,
has designed some of the most classic models in board design history, and he wanted us to make pairings
for two of them, the Flyer and the Pod Mod.

29.25” CI POD MOD

30.75” CI FLYER

31.75” BLACK BEAUTY

Developed with Channel Islands around their classic
Pod Mod, this groveler shortboard is meant to be
ridden wider and shorter for progressive
everyday performance.

We made a surf/skate pairing around Al Merrick’s
iconic Channel Islands Flyer, with its wider tail bump
for increased back foot leverage, while preserving
an overall thinner and snappier template.

The very definition of Speed, Power and Flow, this
classic board brings back the drive and control of historic power surfing, with a slightly longer wheelbase
and narrower pin tail template for drawn out lines.

SPECS

SPECS

SPECS

W
WB

TRUCKS
9 7/8”

CX

RAW

W

15 1/2”

C7

RAW

WB

TRUCKS
9 3/4”

CX

RAW

W

16 3/4”

C7

RAW

WB

C A R V E R S K A T E B O A R D S . C O M

TRUCKS
9 3/4”

CX

RAW

17 3/4”

C7

RAW
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SURFSKATES
The style that started it all, surfskate is the genesis of skateboarding, with boards like the Sidewalk
Surfer and the Supa Surfa introducing skateboards to the world. Surfskate was all but forgotten as
street skate grew in prominence. Carver took the seeds of the style and created real technology
that took the concept to a new level, reflecting the modern Thruster generation and all the
advances in design and performance since the Shortboard Revolution.

30” PROTEUS

31” ORACLE

31” RESIN

33.75” GREENROOM

The Proteus features a boxy template that reduces
swing weight, while preserving a wide nose for full
carving control. The skateboard half of our Proteus
surf/skate pairing.

Featuring a classic thumbtail template, it’s wide where
it counts and pulled in where it can be to give this
board a balance of maneuverability on the flats and
speed on the hills.

Our long-running favorite surfskate has stayed the
same for years. It’s plenty wide and just the right
length so you can snap and pump with ease, and
drop in to any hill with confidence.

The mid-sized retro template provides plenty of
platform for stable carving and a wider stance,
perfect for cruising and pushing, with timeless art
by Matt Beard.

SPECS

SPECS

SPECS

SPECS

W
WB

TRUCKS
9 7/8”

CX

RAW

W

17”

C7

RAW

WB

TRUCKS
9 7/8”

CX

RAW

W

17”

C7

RAW

WB

TRUCKS
9 3/4”

CX

RAW

W

17”

C7

RAW

WB
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TRUCKS
9 7/8”

CX

RAW

18 7/8”

C7

RAW
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SURFSKATES

27.5”MINI SIMMS

28” SNAPPER

29.5” SWALLOW

30.25” FIREFLY

Inspired by Bob Simmons, the father of the modern
shortboard, this ‘little big board’ is short and wide,
providing super tight turning and easy pumping, all
with a bigger board feel.

While this board might be short, it comes up wide. A
mini made for the full-sized rider, this lil’ snapper is
packing both width and wheelbase, making this the
ideal trunk board for your paddle out warmup.

Just like its namesake, this board is fast and loose, a
magic combination of length and width that makes it
easy to pump, and perfectly stable for cruising.

With a slightly wider nose for better front foot control,
this is a shorter version of our Resin, making this
model a little snappier and easier to pump.

SPECS

SPECS

SPECS

SPECS

W
WB

TRUCKS
9 3/8”

CX

RAW

W

15”

C7

RAW

WB

TRUCKS
9 5/8”

CX

RAW

W

15 3/8”

C7

RAW

WB

TRUCKS
9 5/8”

CX

RAW

W

15 1/2”

C7

RAW

WB

C A R V E R S K A T E B O A R D S . C O M

TRUCKS
9 3/4”

CX

RAW

16 1/2”

C7

RAW
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BUREO
When we met the founders of Bureo, we fell in love with their mission for saving the oceans by creating the world’s first
commercial fishing net recycling program, and providing a way to keep discarded nets from harming marine life and
polluting our oceans. Working together to make the common plastic skateboard a truly functional surf performance
machine, Carver helped design a wider, longer and stronger board, combined it with our C5 Truck Set and made
it a long-lasting, high performance, waterproof surfskate that supports a greener future for generations to come.

27” BUREO AHI
Made from recycled fishing net nylon, this functional mini
features concave for less flex and better control, a small nose
kick and full tail kick for true skate performance.
SPECS

C A R V E R S K A T E B O A R D S . C O M

TRUCKS

W

9”

C5

RAW

WB

14”

C4

RAW
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STREET SURF
For years we’ve been blending surf and skate, but as surfskate progresses and riders incorporate more
traditional skateboard tricks into their style, we set out to design equipment that supports this progression.
Lower, narrower trucks, new school double kick deck mold and smaller wheels all facilitate tricks while
still supporting grippy, snappy carving.

32” IMPALA

32.25” BEL AIR

Inspired by the classic 1970s lowrider favorite, the
thinner 8 1/2” template keeps it light, with a bit more
room at the nose for wide stance carving.

Based on the 1950s era hot rod model, the wider 8
7/8” template recalls the archetype of pool board
mixed with a street board.

SPECS

SPECS

W
WB

TRUCKS
8 1/2”

C5

RAW

W

14 1/2”

C4

RAW

WB

TRUCKS
8 7/8”

C5

RAW

14 3/4”

C4

RAW
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SURFBOARDS

P H O TO | P e u Fe r n a n d e s

Carver has always been about surfing. It was the direct inspiration for the performance of our skateboards,
as we literally went surfing in the morning and skating in the afternoons to compare performance to find the
common ground. Now, after all these years of riding our own skateboards we realized that we wanted
something more from our surfboards too, ironically something a bit more like our skateboards. So we
created the Proteus, a surfboard that feels more skatey than a standard surfboard, and we paired it
with a matching surfskate so you can smoothly transition between the ocean and the asphalt with
a continuous performance experience.

PROTEUS
Built for having fun in a wide range of conditions, the straighter rail is fast down the line while the
clipped nose reduces swing weight and shortens the turn arc. With a nearly symmetrical template,
the Proteus combines the easy paddle of a bigger board with the snappy turning of a stubby sled.
The tail block adds extra lift without being too buoyant, giving you more control when the bigger sets
roll in. A single concave entry flows into a forward vee through the middle into a panel vee through
the tail, for fast pumping and easy rail-to-rail transitions. Featuring a versatile 5-fin Futures setup
manufactured by premier California ecoboard manufacturer Earth Technologies, made with Marko’s
EPS Envirofoam and Entropy’s Super Sap, it’s certified by Sustainable Surf and won “Best in Show”
at The Boardroom Show 2015. Matching it is our Proteus surfskate for that same short-and-snappy
performance on land. Fins sold separately.
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W
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W
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W
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T
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TRUCK SYSTEMS
After extensive experimentation on the now-legendary coastal hills around Venice and Santa Monica, Carver successfully created the original
patented dual-axis truck, a revolution in skateboard design. Over the years this model has evolved into the C7, the most progressive and versatile
surfskate trucks ever made. As the style of surfskate continued to evolve worldwide, Carver recognized that there was a growing need
for a simpler, lighter surfskate truck as well, so we went back into the workshop and created the CX. The unique patented geometry a
nd innovative machined pivot pin is anything but standard, once again creating better performance through innovation.

CX SYSTEM
This is Carver’s hybrid surf and skate truck. On the one hand it’s a lightweight standard RKP
(Reverse King Pin) hanger and base, on the other it has a patented geometry that squeezes
every bit of turn and pump from its simple design. That means that you can pump this truck
like a C7, but it lands airs and rides fakie with more stability as well. This opens up aerial
maneuvers, and keys in with the latest progression of airs in surfing. This original Carver
design is quickly becoming the most popular surfskate truck in the world.

C7 SYSTEM

C5 SYSTEM

This is the signature truck that started it all. Still the smoothest turning, fastest pumping surf truck
ever, it’s at the leading edge of true surfskate performance. The patented second axis of this
front truck not only increases the turning radius of your carve, but lets you snap the nose and
pivot your turns off the tail. This dynamic creates thrust and drives you forward with increasing
speed. The striking similarity to surfIng performance has made the C7 the choice for surf
training by pros and ams alike.

The history of skateboarding is the story of inventiveness, of tricks and flow over an unyielding landscape. The truly
modern surfskate needs to incorporate this history of progression, and provide a set-up that can ollie and flip as easily
as it can carve and pump. And so the C5 System (C5 front, C4 rear) is shorter and narrower, lowering the center of
gravity and giving it more pop. You get higher ollies and better control, while the narrower hanger keeps it light and
maneuverable. This is the next generation of surfskate, blending tricks and flow into a complex, creative expression.

C A R V E R S K A T E B O A R D S . C O M
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TRUCK SETS/KITS
For the rider who wants to make their own custom surfskate, we offer our trucks in two packages, the Set or the
Kit. The Set comes with a pair with risers and hardware, for those who want a fully custom set-up with their own
components. The Kit is a complete set-up including everything you’ll need but the wood, from wheels and bearings
to hardware and the tool that can put it all together.

C5 KIT
KIT

(2)

FRONT + REAR RISERS

(1)

PIPEWRENCH

(8)

1 1/4” MOUNTING BOLTS

(4)

WHEELS + BEARINGS

CX SET

C7 KIT

SET

KIT

(2)

FRONT + REAR RISERS

(2)

FRONT + REAR RISERS

(1)

PIPEWRENCH

(8)

1 1/4” MOUNTING BOLTS

(8)

1 1/4” MOUNTING BOLTS

(4)

WHEELS + BEARINGS

C A R V E R S K A T E B O A R D S . C O M
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WHEELS

The surfskate revolution in truck design is really only half the story. Innovation in wheel design is
where the proverbial ‘rubber meets the road’, and Carver has been equally dedicated to designing
and making premium surfskate wheels that match the high performance characteristics of their trucks
through their Roundhouse wheel brand.
From the fast-rolling Mag, and the ultra-grippy Concave, to our latest hybrid Park wheel, we make
sure that whatever your terrain or style of riding you want to take on, we’ve got what you covered.

69MM CONCAVE

70MM MAG

58MM PARK

A super-grip wheel design, the concave lips compress
with weight, hugging the ground like claws. The most
you’ll ever lean into a turn with confidence!

A grippy, yet fast rolling wheel with a thin outer lip and
solid core profile creates the perfect balance of easy
pushing and sticky carving. A very versatile cruiser.

Soft wheels bog down on smooth surfaces, so this one
is meant to keep speed and grip at the skate park.
Rounded profile for coping tricks, hollow lip for grip.

(4)

78a ROUNDHOUSE WHEELS

(4)

78a ROUNDHOUSE WHEELS

C A R V E R S K A T E B O A R D S . C O M

(4)

95a ROUNDHOUSE WHEELS
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ECOTHANE
Ecothane is our unique formulation that combines a natural soy-based urethane with
Carver’s premium Roundhouse formula. Every formulation has its own properties, and as
we began experimenting with this blend, we found that we got the same fast roll and
rebound speed, but got a little more grip, too. We love to reduce our footprint and live
more consciously whenever possible, but we’re a skateboard company and performance is
king, so we’re stoked to be able to hit both goals with this model. A faster wheel with
superior grip properties that helps the planet, what more is there to talk about?

65MM ECOTHANE MAG

69MM ECOTHANE CONCAVE

70MM ECOTHANE MAG

Grippy and fast rolling just like the 70mm, but lighter and
more compact. Hardened to an 81a to keep a fast roll
with the smaller diameter.

The Concave profile is already one of the grippiest
wheels we’ve ever ridden, and now it’s even grippier.
And the harder 81a durometer speeds things up, making
this the most perfect surfskate wheel we’ve ever ridden.

A grippy, yet fast rolling wheel with a thin outer lip and solid core
profile creates the perfect balance of easy pushing and sticky
carving, now even faster and stickier in the 81a Ecothane.

(4)

81a ROUNDHOUSE ECOTHANE WHEELS

(4)

81a ROUNDHOUSE ECOTHANE WHEELS

C A R V E R S K A T E B O A R D S . C O M

(4)

81a ROUNDHOUSE ECOTHANE WHEELS
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ACCESSORIES
We make things that last, but even the best bearings get old and need replacement.
Or maybe you want to try a different set of bushings to get the exact feel you’re after.
We carry original equipment replacement parts for those who ride Carver trucks.

BUSHINGS
Bushing performance is key to getting the most out of a surfskate. High
rebound is essential so it gives energy back with each pump. Firm but
resilient flex means you can push with ease but still get that free rail to rail
surf feel. Carver bushings are hand-cast with premium urethane in several
shapes and hardnesses so you can pick the kind of performance you want,
and customize your ride.
(4)

PERFORMANCE BUSHINGS

(2)

PIVOT CUPS

BEARINGS

RISERS

Carver Abec 7 Built-Ins are the ultimate bearing for speed, performance, and durability. Built
with hardened Rockwell C-65 grade steel and precision grooved inner races, these bearings
provide an ultra smooth ride with low rolling rolling resistance, less overall friction, and a
longer bearing life. The built-in spacers and speed rings allow for an easy and hassle free
installation creating a solid and perfectly centered set up.

Soft, lightweight hollow risers help dampen your ride
and lift the truck to prevent wheelbite with larger wheels.
Custom C7 shape fully supports longer baseplate.

(8)

(SET) BUILT-IN SPACERS

(12)

(2)

(CASE) INDIVIDUAL SETS

C A R V E R S K A T E B O A R D S . C O M

RISERS

(8)

1 3/4” HARDWARE
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ACCESSORIES

STICKER PACK
Newly completed logo update featured in this set of
custom die-cut, screen printed vinyl stickers.
(25)

ASSORTED CARVER STICKERS

PIPEWRENCH
This universal pocket shop measures in at under 2½” in
length, so it’s easy to bring along on a session for onthe-fly adjusting. Made of tool grade stainless steel, it
won’t rust, break or wear out, guaranteed. The Allen
key snaps on with a powerful neodymium magnet.
(1)

STAINLESS STEEL WRENCH

HARDWARE
We’re surfers, and so we always end up with a board
at the beach, pumped around the parking lot before a
paddle. Marine grade stainless steel hardware never
rusts, so you don’t have to worry about a little salt.
(8)

1 1/4” STAINLESS STEEL HARDWARE

C A R V E R S K A T E B O A R D S . C O M
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APPAREL

SINCE ’96 TEE

CLASSICAL TEE

It’s been over 21 years of pure surfskate! This soft,
premium fit short sleeve tee is a comfortable blend of
cotton and polyester. Available in S-XL

The tee you wear while mowing foam in the garage.
This soft, premium fit short sleeve tee is a comfortable
blend cotton and polyester. Available in S-XL.

(1)

S | M | L | XL

(1)

S | M | L | XL

VENICE ROOTS TEE

STANDARD ISSUE TEE

Push hard to the beach, and hit every little bank on the way.
This soft, premium fit short sleeve tee is comfortable blend of
cotton and polyester. Available in S-XL.

Rebuild your board, and then go out and skate it, greasy fingers
and all. This soft, premium fit short sleeve tee is a
comfortable blend of cotton and polyester. Available in S-XL.

(1)

S | M | L | XL

(1)

C A R V E R S K A T E B O A R D S . C O M

S | M | L | XL
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APPAREL

SINCE ’96 CREWNECK
It’s been over 21 years of pure surfskate! This soft,
crew neck pullover is a comfortable blend of cotton
and polyester. Available in S-XL.
(1)

S | M | L | XL

VENICE ROOTS PULLOVER HOODIE
When a chill blows in, pull this on for the skate home. A soft,
pull-over hoodie with a front pocket in a comfortable blend of cotton
and polyester. Available in S-XL.
(1)

S | M | L | XL

STANDARD ISSUE ZIP HOODIE
Zip up in any cold situation and stay cozy. This soft hoodie is a
comfortable blend of cotton and polyester, with a sturdy front
zipper. Available in S-XL.
(1)

C A R V E R S K A T E B O A R D S . C O M

S | M | L | XL
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APPAREL

SERVICE PATCH SNAPBACK HAT

SINCE ’96 CAMPER HAT

Service gets it done, on and off the board.
An adjustable full twill cap with a solid profile.
One size fits all.

It’s been over 21 years of pure surfskate!
This soft adjustable camper hat is 100% twill.
One size fits all.

(1)

(1)

ONE SIZE FITS ALL

ONE SIZE FITS ALL

SERVICE PATCH WINDBREAKER
Service gets it done, on and off the board.
This durable, lined windbreaker is a classic for the
ages, with snaps and great cuffs. Available in S-XL.
(1)

STANDARD ISSUE BEANIE

S | M | L | XL

Keep your head covered while you do stuff. This
ribbed cable knit beanie has a soft fit and medium
cuff. One size fits all.
(1)

C A R V E R S K A T E B O A R D S . C O M

ONE SIZE FITS ALL
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...LOST X CARVER
...Lost Surfskates is Carver’s newest collaboration with ...Lost Surfboards and Matt ‘Mayhem’ Biolos.
One of the most cutting edge board designers in surfing today, Mayhem’s brash exploration of
progressive surfboard design is the inspiration driving the brand, and his go-for-it style
is reflected in the bold look of this this new collection.

28” BEANBAG

29” PSYCHO KILLER

29.5” RNF RETRO

An extreme ‘small board’ concept, this super-wide,
super-short ‘double-ender’ is meant to maximize the
surface area for your feet, improving rail control on
what would otherwise be a very small mini.

A competition-style shortboard, the Psycho Killer
features a narrower template and straighter rails,
with a notched-out swallow tail for extra bumps
between the fins. Featuring the new ‘Planet Lam’
logo for 2019.

The Retro Round Nose Fish is one of ...Lost’s most classic models, with its distinctive ‘double side cut’ outline,
classic tint and custom logo. Like a vintage hotrod
souped up with a modern motor, it’s the best of both
worlds. Now you can have your cool and rip it too.

SPECS

SPECS

SPECS

W
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TRUCKS
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RAW

W

16”

C7

RAW
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TRUCKS
9 3/4”
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RAW

W

16 1/4”

C7

RAW
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RAW

16”
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...LOST X CARVER

30” V3 ROCKET

30.5” MAYSYM

31” PLANK

The V3 Rocket is the triple-winged cousin of the
classic Rocket, the innovative Mayhem tail design
that changed it all. Wings are strategically placed to
provide positive rear foot traction, while scaring off
the pigeons.

We’re not symmetrical, so why should our
boards be? The Maysym is the answer to that simple
question, with different rail contours for each side.
Surfskate rail bumps are proportioned to work for
both stances.

When it’s really small and mushy forget that big longboard, grab the Plank! The longer wheelbase makes
for a fast pumping ride, but the short deck means you
can dig hard into that sharp turn, too.
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TRITON BY CARVER
Triton is for the younger rider looking for a smaller board to rip. From its
bright boardshort-inspired graphics to its die-cut deck grip, everything
is pure surf. Proportioned to enable the same power moves as full-sized
surfskates, this lineup answers the need for an easy carving mini for the
frothing grom. Whether for just pushing around town or advanced
kinesthetic surf training, these sturdy ‘little big boards’ do it all.
Triton’s high performance comes from its precision-pivot Carver trucks,
fast and grippy Roundhouse 61MM wheels and 7 ply hard rock maple
Triton deck, each the result of over 20 years of surfskate innovation and
experience. Each board comes with the commitment to premium
quality and durability that makes Triton the perfect introduction to
surfskate for any age.

26” ARGON

27” HYDRON

As thin as air, the Argon is the smallest board in the line,
proportioned to give the lightest rider the full surfskate
experience. With softer bushings and the lower
C5 truck set, it’s responsive and easy to carve.

A minnow-sized fish, the Hydron features
Carver’s softer bushings and lower trucks on a
grom-sized deck for the full surf and skate
experience at any age.
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28” NITRON

29” XENON

A step up in size, the Nitron is small enough for kids,
big enough for adults. Featuring the taller CX truck set,
this little board can lean deep and carve hard.

Our little big board, the Xenon is a real performer for
all ages. With a longer wheelbase and taller trucks on
a slim deck, it can be the one-board-quiver that
everyone can have fun on.
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